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Outline

 Introduction
 Monet algebra

 Implementation of Monet
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OLTP and DSS access patterns 

 OLTP uses a lot of 
single row updates

 DSS (OLAP or 
datamining) use 
many rows but small 
attribute set
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DSS access patterns

 Inefficient use of I/O

 Solve: precompute aggregates
 For example precompute views
 Difficulties: how and what to precompute and 

store
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DSS access patterns (2)

 Solution 2: Vertical 
fragmentation

 Based upon access 
pattern observation

 Store table in column 
slices

 Reduces I/O 
considerably
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Monet

 Forces vertical fragmentation: 
Decomposable Storage Model (DSM)

Advantages:
 Simple and elegant
 Flexibility

Disadvantage:
 Recombine fragmented data
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Monet (2)

 Modern hardware counters the disadvantage:
 Trade I/O for CPU and memory (joins)

 But if same tuple sequence in all fragments of a 
table?

 No costly join, overhead gone! 
(maintain only some glueing information)
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Question by Jean

They use vertically fragmented data using binary 
indexes to decrease the number of I/O operations. 
Being able to quickly look up an oid is essential to 
have a good performance.
But they don't say which kind of indexing 
mechanism they use. Is the programmer or user 
able to determine this, or is there a standard 
indexing mechanism?
Answer: paper says Sybase IQ uses indices, but 
this is not the performance booster, but vertical 
fragmentation is. Monet does use some: hashing 
and T-trees.
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Focus shift

 Now unneccessary I/O is avoided, focus on 
treatment in memory/CPU

 Because CPU speed increases faster than RAM 
latency, focus on latter

 Problem when 'hot set' does not fit main 
memory, rely on OS virtual memory.

 That way algorithms stay focused on main 
memory optimization.
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Question by Tom

The article said that monet is optimized to use 
main memory and if necessary it should fall back 
on virtual memory created by the OS on disk. The 
article also said that the main difference is the way 
the algorithms work using main memory in 
comparison with traditional database systems. 

Are the simple data storage structures the main 
characteristics of the algorithms that prevent them 
from being ported to these traditional systems to 
get the performance on par with Monet?
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Answer to Tom's question

 Well, tradional system focus on OLTP (row 
updates)

 Monet focus on DSS (column querying)
 So the storage has to be different for those 

systems and cannot be ported.
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Question by Paul Adriani

P103 of the MIL article states on cases of main 
memory overflow 'the system relies on operating 
system support for managing virtual memory'. 
Could you elaborate on how the operating system 
handles these issues? The explanation offered in 
the remaining part of the paragraph is not clear to 
me.

Answer: Tries to advice the OS what to page and 
what to keep in main memory.
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Question by Tamar (3rd question)

Is it safe to say that main memory databases like 
Monet are really only beneficial when there isn't a 
lot of paging going on? e.g. you can fit your 
database completely in memory.
I can imagine that for a query intensive 
applications, having to do a lot of paging might 
reduce the effectiveness of the whole thing.

Answer: I/O is already minimized, but indeed lots 
of paging will slow you down
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Question by Jeroen

In short: when is Monet bad, could that be when 
hot set overflows main memory?

Answer: As explained before, this is a weak point.
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Monet architecture

 Multiple front-ends 
 Single backend
 Communication 

through MIL
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Questions by Ard (1st part)

You can use a relational data model as front-end. 
SQL-queries needs then to be 'compiled' into MIL. 
MIL looks like assembly to me. What are the cons 
and pros of expressing queries in MIL opposed in 
comparison with SQL-queries?

Answer: MIL to Monet like relational algebra to 
tradional DBMSs, so comparing MIL against SQL is 
impossible.
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Questions by Ard (2nd part)

Do you think that procedures generated by a 
product like Monet/SQL would be more efficient 
than those who are hand-crafted?

Answer: This just generates MIL, but hand-
crafted expressions (generally) always outperform 
generated expressions. However can deal with 
dynamic information.
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Data model

 Small kernel
 Standard modules
 Extensions

 Looks a bit like a 
modern programming 
language 
architecture!
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Question by Tamar (2nd question)

I know you can extend 
Monet with custom 
functions, but can you 
also extend it with 
custom data types (I 
didn't get that from the 
paper)? Or can you only 
use the primitive types?

Answer: You can add 
your own types, as seen 
in the diagram.
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Data model (2)

Types in MIL:
 Atomic types (fixed 

and variable size, 
extensible)

 bat(T1, T2), typed 
according to head 
and tail type (can be 
recursive)

Data mapping
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MIL basic operators

 General operators: =, >, < etc
 Numerical operators: +, -, * etc
 Floating point operators: cos, sin, tan etc
 String operators: string matching, substr etc
 Boolean operators: and, not, or etc
 Object operator: request unique range 

(newoid(int size)):oid
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MIL algebra (selection)

 Select (bat [H,T] b1, operator, arguments)
 Returns [a, nil] IF [a,b] in b1 AND (op b args) 

succeeds
 See why nil later on

 Find (bat [H,T] b1, value a)
 Returns b IF [a,b] IN b1

 Example: select (b, =, 42)
 You can use between(x,y) as operator
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MIL algebra (joining)

 Join (bat[H,T] b1, bat[T,W] b2
operator (=, >, <, etc)
args)

 Returns [a,d] IF [a,b] IN b1 AND [c,d] IN b2
AND operator b c args
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 Because fixed column order in operators, 
introduce swapping

 Reverse takes [a,b] to [b,a]
 Mirror takes [a,b] to [a,a]

 Mark (bat[H,oid] b1) to 
[a0, 0], [a1, 1], .., [an, n] to introduce fresh oids

MIL algebra (swapping)
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Question by Marcin

It looks like type "nil" is commonly used in 
expressions like int(nil)+2, mark(nil). Is it safe, to 
use "unknown" type of value in such a 
expressions, doesn't it create errors? Or have I 
just missinterpreted the use of "nil" value type.

Answer: NIL is like the Java null. Expressions with 
NIL result in NIL. (nil + x = nil)
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Question by Tamar (1st question)

How is mark used, I don't particularly understand 
how the use of it in Fig 4. results in the data being 
softed. Conceptually I think I know what it does, 
but the actual usage eludes me.

UNQ ITM := mark(ITM NIL,oid(0)).reverse

creates a bat with fresh oids in head, selected item-IDs in tail
UNQ PRI := join(UNQ ITM,item price,"=")

creates a bat with selected item-IDs and their prices
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MIL algebra (aggregates and sets)

 Trivial aggregate operators: count, sum, max, 
min

 Trivial set operators: difference, union, 
intersection, etc

 When only one BAT column of interest: make 
other constant with mark(nil) or equal with 
mirror
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MIL algebra (grouping)

 Group operator (single or 2 bat variants)
 Produce list of interesting objects
 Head is object nr, tail is group oid
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MIL algebra (fragmentation)

 Fragment (bat[H,T] b1; bat[H, bat[H,T]]) 
searches on ranges of first parameter, ranges 
given in second parameter

 Ranges produced by split operator
 Split(bat[H,T] b1, int n) 

= {[l,h] | l <= h AND [l,x] and [h,y] IN b1
AND FORALL [a,b] there is unique [l,h] such that 
l <= a <= h
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MIL algebra (operator construction)

 Multi-join map constructs equi-join on bat-heads
 Pump is used for computing multiple aggregates 

at once
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MIL algebra (updates)

 Simple bat management: save, load, remove 
from persistent storage, main memory, virtual 
memory

 Creation and deletion of search accellerators
 Delete, update, insert on BATs
 Change write mode of BAT (standard read-only 

to allow optimization)
 These are not ACID, but can be extended with 

transaction operators to behave like that
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Parallelism in Monet

 Execute jobs with workers from job queue, so 
automatic parallelism by scheduler

 Shared-nothing principle through MIL's 
communication interface
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Conclusion

 Extensible framework
 Tweaked for outmost performance
 Solid formal definition (but said to have mistakes 

in them)

 After the break: implementation of MIL
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